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Abstract

Dielectric barrier discharge DBD-plasma based technologies have been widely investigated for the abatement of air pollutants. More recently, photocatalysis (TiO$_2$/UV-lamp) has also showed promising results for air pollution abatement. In this work, these two methods were used separately and combined (TiO$_2$/UV-lamp/DBD-plasma) in order to enhance the performance of the process for air pollutants degradation/mineralization. Ammonia (NH$_3$) and butyraldehyde (C$_4$H$_8$O) have been firstly treated alone and then an equimolar mixture (NH$_3$/C$_4$H$_8$O) was monitored in a continuous reactor. Effect of operational parameters such as pollutants inlet concentration, flowrate, humidity and specific energy of plasma were thoroughly determined. Results showed that coupling both methods in the same reactor improves removal efficiency for single pollutant or a mixture of two pollutants. This processes combination showed a synergy between DBD-plasma and photocatalytic oxidation. Moreover, pollutant mineralization and potential
intermediate byproducts have been characterized and discussed. Coupling both processes contributes to enhanced mineralization in comparison with DBD-plasma alone regarding the CO₂ selectivity. As for selectivity of byproducts: (i) Relative Humidity (RH), (ii) mixture effect and (iii) (TiO₂/UV-lamp/DBD-plasma) combined processes inhibit ozone production during the pollutants removal/oxidation.
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1. Introduction

Inorganic compounds such as ammonia and hydrogen sulfide, and a large variety of Volatile Organic Compounds VOCs like aldehydes, ketones, mercaptans, aromatics etc., which are frequently extruded by various industrial and agricultural processes as well as animal husbandry and fertilizer applications [1-3], constitute a significant origin of malodorous air pollutants. These harmful pollutants cause a serious problem which may present a threat to the human health and the environment [1,2,4]. Therefore, it is indispensable to reduce its concentration discharge into the atmosphere. Various methods have been largely applied for the remediation of atmospheric pollution such as adsorption [5], thermal and catalytic incineration [6] and bio-filtration [7]. Among these traditional methods, bio-filtration based techniques showed higher efficiency for odor control [8-10], however does have some limitations. The requirement of a large floor surface constitutes one of the major inconveniences which limit its use [8,9].

Alternatively, there is an extensive attention in developing innovative technologies as an efficient and least-cost treatment method [2]. For this purpose, advanced oxidation processes (AOP) such as non-thermal plasma (NTP) [2,4,11,12] and photocatalysis (TiO$_2$/external UV-lamp) [13-16] have been proved to be efficient oxidation techniques to purify air pollution. Several studies on TiO$_2$/UV oxidation have been investigated to be a promising process for VOCs degradation into nonhazardous mineral species (carbon dioxide and water vapor) [13,15,17]. Dielectric barrier discharge DBD-plasma as one of the NTP methods generated by electrical discharge has been extensively applied for removing pollutants including aromatics [18], aldehydes [19], inorganic compounds [20] and mercaptans [21], through of very reactive species created (e.g., O$, \text{HO}^-$, O$_3$) under ambient conditions (atmospheric pressure and room temperature) [11,12, 22, 23]. Therefore, there is a growing interest in DBD-plasma's activity...
enhancing when combined with photocatalytic process, could acquire synergetic effect and higher efficiency either at pilot or at industrial scale [24-27]. Moreover, a number of studies on dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma-photocatalysis coupling [25,28,29] reveal very interesting prospects on single VOCs oxidation, other than few are being further developed on VOCs mixture treatment.

The Novelty of this work is to follow the degradation behavior of a mixture of contaminants from different nature like organic and inorganic compounds with a high flow. In this study, butyraldehyde (C₄H₈O) and ammonia (NH₃) were selected as model molecules. Photocatalysis (TiO₂/UV-lamp) and dielectric barrier discharge DBD-plasma are applied simultaneously in a continuous reactor to properly appraise the performance of the system on pollutants removal and mineralization. Effect of experimental conditions on ozone formation inside the DBD-plasma reactor was also studied and discussed. In addition, at pilot scale, the synergistic effect resulting from the combination of DBD-plasma and photocatalysis (TiO₂/UV-lamp) was determined under equimolar mixture condition. Finally, butyraldehyde alone and in equimolar mixture with ammonia (NH₃/C₄H₈O) intermediate by-products are identified.

2. Experiment and measurement

2.1. Experimental setup

The experimental setup designed to study the coupling between DBD-plasma and (TiO₂/external UV-lamp) photocatalysis is shown in Figure 1(a). The process is equipped with a polluted air generation system, cylindrical reactor, gas sampling equipment and analysis systems. The (TiO₂/UV)-DBD reactor consists of two concentric cylinders: one outer cylinder of 76 mm and an inner cylinder of 58 mm (Figure 1(b)) with wall thickness of 4 mm, both 100 cm long. Glass Fiber Tissue (GFT) was coated with TiO₂ as performed
by Ahlstrom Research and Services. It is maintained on the inner reactor wall by the stainless steel grid electrode. It can be simultaneously submitted to surface DBD-plasma and UV irradiation. Thus, UV lamp is placed in the inner concentric cylinder in order to have a homogeneous irradiation. To generate DBD-plasma, high voltage power is applied to the reactor which is covered by a copper grid forming the outer electrode and the inner is on aluminum. The applied voltage is delivered by a generator as a sinusoidal waveform up to 10 V and then amplified by an amplifier to achieve 30 kV. More details about the electrical system of the DBD-plasma reactor has been described in detail in a previous work [30]. The polluted air generation was performed according to the same methodologies as applied in our previous study [21]. The pollutants, butyraldehyde ($\text{C}_4\text{H}_8\text{O}$) and ammoniac ($\text{NH}_3$), are injected continuously in liquid state (from a pure liquid 99.9% and 20% aqueous solution, respectively) by means of a syringe-syringe driver system (Kd Scientific Model 100) (Figure 1(a)).

2.2. Pollutants and by-products identification

Initial concentration of butyraldehyde and ammonia, gas flowrate, and relative humidity were monitored. A concentration ranging from 0.5 to 4 mmol m$^{-3}$ was achieved by regulating the mass flow meter (Bronkhorst In-Flow). For experiments under humid condition, a portion of the air flow is derived through a packed column where water flows in counter current and the relative humidity value ranging from 5 to 90%. Temperature and relative humidity (RH) are determined using a specific sensor (Testo 445).

Butyraldehyde concentration during each test was measured manually with a syringe of 500 $\mu$L using a gas chromatography (Fisons GC9000) equipped with a flame ionization detector (GC-FID), whereas to identify the by-products formed during the experiments, a Gas Chromatograph-Mass Spectrometer (GC–MS) coupled to an infrared (IR) detector was used. $\text{NH}_3$ concentration was determined via spectrophotometric method using
Nessler reagent. Ammonia in gas stream bubbles through a chloric acid (HCl) solution at $10^{-1}$ M, where it is absorbed as ammonium ion NH$_4$ reacting with Nessler reagent to obtain colored solution. Ammoniac concentration was then determined by measuring light absorbance at 420 nm with a spectrophotometer. The plot of absorbance with the amount of NH$_3$ in solution obeyed to a linear relationship with a correlation coefficient of 0.997. The ozone concentration was monitored by iodometric titration method. Thus, outlet air flow is bubbled in a potassium iodide (KI) solution at $10^{-2}$ M, until a yellow color emerges. The sample is then titrated with sodium thiosulfate solution (Na$_2$S$_2$O$_3$) at $10^{-2}$ M until a colorless solution is obtained [31]. All experiments were operated under ambient conditions (atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature).
2.3. Analytic methods

Process performance was evaluated by measuring:

- Inlet $[C_{in}]$ and outlet $[C_{out}]$ concentrations of pollutants.

- Removal efficiency of pollutants:
  \[ RE(\%) = \frac{([C_{in}] - [C_{out}]) \times 100}{[C_{out}]} \]  
  \[ (1) \]

- Specific input energy: \( SIE (J \, L^{-1}) = \frac{3600 \times P (W)}{Q (m^3 \, h^{-1}) \times 1000} \)  
  \[ (2) \]

where $P$ is input power adjusted by changing the applied voltage ($U_a$) and $Q$ is the flowrate.

- Selectivity of CO: \( SCO (\%) = \frac{[CO_{out}] - [CO_{in}]}{4 \times RE(\%) \times [C_{in}]} \times 10000 \)  
  \[ (3) \]

- Selectivity of CO$_2$: \( SCO_2 (\%) = \frac{[CO_2_{out}] - [CO_2_{in}]}{4 \times RE(\%) \times [C_{in}]} \times 10000 \)  
  \[ (4) \]

2.4. Surface atomic concentration as by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

The surface atomic concentration of the species existing in the top most layers of the tissue were evaluated using XPS as previously described [32]. An AXIS NOVA photoelectron spectrometer (Kratos Analytical, Manchester, UK) equipped with monochromatic Al Kα (hc = 1486.6 eV) anode was used during the study. The carbon
C1s line with position at 284.6 eV was used as a reference to correct the charging effects. The surface atomic concentration of elements was determined from peak areas using known sensitivity factors [33]. Spectrum background was subtracted according to Shirley [34]. The applied subtraction was Gaussian-Lorentzian 30 (GL(30)). The XPS spectra of the species were analyzed by mean of spectra deconvolution Casa XPS software. The samples were kept in flasks previously flushed with Argon to reduce the risk of contamination and reactivity after the experiment.

3. Results and discussion

Degradation of ammonia and butyraldehyde was studied as single compounds as well as equimolar mixture with ammoniac. Photocatalytic experiments with external UV source (TiO$_2$/UV-lamp) were done first, then the DBD-plasma was studied without external UV lamp, and finally the combination of photocatalysis and plasma (TiO$_2$/UV-lamp/DBD-plasma) in the same reactor was studied.

3.1. Study of monocompound system

3.1.1. Effects of inlet concentration and flowrate on photocatalytic oxidation

To determine the performance of the photocatalytic oxidation, the influence of some process parameters should be clearly defined. For this purpose, the effects of inlet pollutants concentration and gas flowrate were investigated. Figure 3 shows the removal efficiency (RE) of butyraldehyde and ammonia using a photocatalytic reactor. The experiments were performed ranging from 0.6 to 4 mmol m$^{-3}$ for two different flowrates i.e. 1 and 2 m$^3$ h$^{-1}$. It was observed, that by increasing the flow rate, the removal efficiency of two pollutants decreased as it is readily seen in Figure 3. This can be attributed to the decrease in the contact time between the pollutant and the catalytic active sites. This leads to a reduced amount of pollutants able to react with active
species attached to the surface. Photocatalytic degradation of butyraldehyde and ammonia clearly decreased as inlet concentration increased. However, higher concentration increases the quantity of pollutants in the reactor which potentially limits the degradation under the same experimental condition (amount of catalysts and UV intensity). Hence, efficiencies decrease at higher concentrations as reported in literature [21,35]. As for ammonia, results indicate that the RE remains low (~38%) compared to butyraldehyde and that category of inorganic compound is very hard to degrade by photocatalytic oxidation by itself. Moreover, this behavior can be attributed to the molar mass of butyraldehyde hampering the adsorption and thus the photocatalytic oxidation.

![Figure 3. Variation of removal efficiency (RE) of butyraldehyde and ammonia with inlet concentration at different flow rates (T = 20 °C, UV intensity= 20 W m⁻², RH = 55-60 %)](image)

3.1.2. Effect of humidity on the photocatalytic oxidation

Humidity constitutes also an important parameter that can directly affect the trend of gas-phase photocatalytic reactions. Thus, the influence of relative humidity on butyraldehyde removal using photocatalysis was studied and to understand its effect, three various relative humidity conditions were controlled (dry air, medium humidity 50%, and high humidity 90%) at different butyraldehyde inlet concentrations. The results
are shown in Figure 4. The presence of water molecules in the air stream improves butyraldehyde oxidation for either values of inlet concentration. Under dry condition (HR=50%), the (C₄H₈O) removal efficiency was 44% and reached an optimum of 56% at 1.4 mmol m⁻³ of (C₄H₈O). However, the slight increase of humidity helps the photo-generation of hydroxyl radical HO⁻ as very reactive specie, leading to an enhancement in the VOCs degradation. When moisture increases, the competitive effect between water molecules and pollutants on active sites becomes more important which causes a decrease of removal efficiency. At initial concentration of 4mmol m⁻³, it can be noted that in the case of high humidity (RH=90%), the (C₄H₈O) degradation decreased of 50% compared to 45% RH. This trend can be due to the competition between water vapor and butyraldehyde to adsorb on the active sites of the photocatalytic surface. We note also that, whatever the inlet pollutant concentration increases, the removal rate increases at low RH. Hence, based on these results, the optimal water vapor value was found to be 50%. It was shown by Martinez et al. that the increase of humidity beyond an optimal level decreases BTEX photocatalytic degradation [36]. Assadi et al., obtained similar results when they studied the isovaleric acid degradation [30].

![Figure 4. Variation of butyraldehyde removal efficiency with the inlet concentration at different values of relative humidity (T = 20 °C, Q = 2 m³ h⁻¹)](image_url)

**Figure 4.** Variation of butyraldehyde removal efficiency with the inlet concentration at different values of relative humidity (T = 20 °C, Q = 2 m³ h⁻¹)

### 3.1.3. Effect of the specific input energy increase on pollutants removal
Figure 5 shows the effect of specific energy of DBD-plasma generated in the reactor on the butyraldehyde and ammonia degradation (separately). The experiments were carried out by coupling DBD-plasma with photocatalysis (TiO$_2$/UV-lamp) under dry conditions and continuous flow of 2 m$^3$ h$^{-1}$ for the specific input energy (SIE) range of 9-18 JL$^{-1}$. $C_4H_8O$ and NH$_3$ removal efficiencies, using both processes together (TiO$_2$/UV-lamp/DBD-plasma) with an initial concentration of 2 mmol m$^{-3}$, as a function of the sum of removal efficiency due to DBD-plasma and photocatalysis are represented in Figure 5. Increasing the SIE from 9 to 18 JL$^{-1}$ leads to an improvement in $C_4H_8O$ and NH$_3$ removal efficiencies. This can be explained by the high-energy values and the electric discharges producing more reactive species, which may contribute to the improvement of pollutant degradation. In Figure 5, the bisector-line was set to compared the removal efficiency obtained by coupling plasma and photocatalysis (vertical axis) to the results obtained by the sum of removal efficiencies by plasma process alone or photocatalytic process alone (horizontal axis). If there is no synergistic effect when coupling both plasma and photocatalysis, or if there is a negative effect, the points have to be confused with the bisector ($Y_{axis} = X_{axis}$) or below it. The points obtained are above the bisector, wish means that there is a positive effect when coupling both processes.

Comparing the combined processes (TiO$_2$/UV-lamp/DBD-plasma) with photocatalysis and DBD-plasma separately, results show that the coupling exhibits higher performance, which is greater than the sum of DBD-plasma alone and photocatalysis alone (Figure 5). For instance, at SIE = 15 JL$^{-1}$, the rate of butyraldehyde removal efficiency obtained by combined processes reached 57.71%, whereas the sum of RE by DBD-plasma and photocatalysis is 47.88%. As for ammonia, the degradation rate was 59.26% when applying TiO$_2$/UV-lamp/DBD-plasma with respect to 52.5% of the sum of both processes. In this case, we note an enhancement of 7-10% on removal efficiency.
Results indicate that, whatever the pollutant used, there is a strong synergy between both processes. Hence, plasma can greatly contribute to the desorption of the degraded byproducts adsorbed on TiO$_2$ surface through the active species which leads to increase catalytic activity of TiO$_2$ and consequently, improves its photocatalytic degradation.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 5.** Variation of butyraldehyde and ammonia removal efficiency with SIE using three processes ($Q = 2$ m$^3$ h$^{-1}$, [BUTY] = [NH$_3$] = 2 mmol m$^{-3}$, RH = 5\%)

### 3.2. Study of the removal of gas mixture system

#### 3.2.1. Effect of initial concentration increase on photocatalytic oxidation

The aim here was to compare the behavior of butyraldehyde and ammonia degradations when treated separately, to the behavior when both gazes are mixed. In this experiment, C$_4$H$_8$O, NH$_3$ and their mixture degradations under photocatalytic oxidation were carried out at inlet gas concentration range from 1 to 4.5 mmol m$^{-3}$ under a flowrate of 2 m$^3$ h$^{-1}$.

Figure 6 shows that photocatalytic removal efficiency of C$_4$H$_8$O and NH$_3$ decreases in the case of (C$_4$H$_8$O/NH$_3$) mixture treatment. It is likely that this is related to the
competition adsorption of pollutants on the photocatalysts active sites. This behavior is similar to what it was reported by Debono et al. [37]. The latter evidenced the inhibitive effect along the photocatalytic degradation of three VOCs mixture. Indeed, Figure 6 indicates that (C₄H₈O/NH₃) mixture considerably affects C₄H₈O degradation compared to NH₃ degradation. The removal efficiency drop from 45% (C₄H₈O) and 15% (NH₃), when each gas was tested alone, to 33% (C₄H₈O) and 12% (NH₃) when both used together.

![Figure 6](image.png)

**Figure 6.** Effect of mixture on removal efficiency of butyraldehyde and ammonia

(T= 20 °C, Q= 2 m³ h⁻¹, HR= 55-60%)

### 3.2.2. Effect of SIE increase on mixture oxidation

Figure 7 shows the C₄H₈O/NH₃ mixture degradation at a flow rate of 2 m³ h⁻¹ and a concentration of 2 mmol m⁻³ under photocatalysis, DBD-plasma and their combination. It is readily seen that an increase of the specific energy from 9 to 18 JL⁻¹ enhances the removal efficiency independently of the nature of the pollutant. The removal efficiency rise from 16% (C₄H₈O) and 32% (NH₃), for an SIE= 9 JL⁻¹, to 28% (C₄H₈O) and 51% (NH₃), for an SIE= 18 JL⁻¹. Lu et al. have compared the decomposition of ammonia and hydrogen sulfide using non-thermal plasma reactor [38]. They reported that removal
efficiencies of NH$_3$ and H$_2$S strongly depend on the applied voltage. It was observed that boosting energy improves the level of electrons, which enhances the production of reactive radicals and consequently leads to greater degradation efficiency. These observations are in agreement with other studies [39,40]. Figure 7 shows that compared to the photocatalytic oxidation, the removal efficiency of ammonia by DBD-plasma is clearly more effective than to photocatalysis. It should be noted from Figure 7 that coupling (TiO$_2$/UV-lamp/DBD-plasma) significantly enhances the removal efficiencies of C$_4$H$_8$O and NH$_3$. In the case of (C$_4$H$_8$O/NH$_3$) mixture, results show that the synergetic effect observed for the system “TiO$_2$/UV-lamp/DBD-plasma” was significantly better for ammonia than that for butyraldehyde. Thus, when photocatalysis was used, just 7% of the C$_4$H$_8$O was decomposed. During DBD-plasma process, at SIE= 18 J L$^{-1}$ and without external UV-lamp, BUTY removal reached to 28% and when coupling photocatalysis with DBD-plasma, the BUTY removal increased to 40%. Regarding ammonia, at the same applied energy (18 J L$^{-1}$), it can be noted that the removal efficiency of ammonia was around 20% for photocatalysis, reaches 51% for DBD-plasma and increased to 83% for coupling photocatalysis and DBD-plasma.
3.3. Ozone formation, CO and CO₂ selectivity’s and intermediates identification

3.3.1. Ozone formation

Ozone is considered a primary by-product generated under DBD-plasma reactor. To investigate the effect of relative humidity and UV irradiation on ozone formation, the concentration of ozone at the outlet of the reactor was monitored at various energy densities. Figure 8 shows the ozone concentration measured either under DBD-plasma alone or when coupling photocatalysis (TiO₂/UV lamp) with plasma under dry or humid conditions. The results show that humidity strongly affected ozone production in the reactor. At high humidity (HR=90%), ozone concentration is strongly decreased whether for DBD-plasma or when coupling DBD-plasma with photocatalysis. Ozone concentration drop from 30ppm (DBD-plasma) and 23ppm (TiO₂/UV-lamp/DBD-plasma), under dry condition, to 6ppm (DBD-plasma) and 5ppm (TiO₂/UV-lamp/DBD-plasma) under high humidity for SIE= 18 JL⁻¹. This lower ozone concentration can be attributed to the fact that ozone can be decomposed by the photo-generated radicals (H⁺, HO⁺) created at the photocatalyst interface according to equation 5-7 below [40,41], leading to its very. In the same way, adding photocatalysis (TiO₂/UV-lamp) to DBD-plasma led to ozone removal. Thus, for its decomposition into very reactive species (O₂⁻ and HO₂⁻), ozone requires highly energetics photons, mainly UV [21].

\[ \text{H}_2\text{O} + e^- \rightarrow \text{H}^+ + \text{HO}^- + e^- \] (5)
3.3.2. CO and CO$_2$ selectivity's and intermediates identification

CO and CO$_2$ selectivity were measured when applying photocatalysis, DBD-plasma and their combination for (C$_4$H$_8$O/NH$_3$) mixture degradation. Figure 9 shows that carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) is the dominant product detected through all experiments. Hence, CO$_2$ reached the highest selectivity for photocatalysis with a rate of 72% against 45% for plasma and 56% for the combination DBD-plasma and photocatalysis. Regarding carbon monoxide CO, Figure 9 shows that CO selectivity measured at the outlet of the reactor under combined processes became lower with a mineralization rate of less than 8%. In order to better understand the degradation pathways of (C$_4$H$_8$O/NH$_3$) mixture, all other by-products generated under the combined processes (TiO$_2$/UV-lamp/DBD-plasma) were identified by Gas Chromatograph-Mass Spectrometer (GC-MS). All
samples are concentrated immediately on a Carbotrap (25 ml) and then removed by thermal desorption unit coupled with GC-MS. The chromatograms are shown in Figure 10. The detected by-products were essentially: butyric acid (C₄H₈O₂), propionic acid (C₃H₆O₂), butyramide (C₄H₉NO), propanamide (C₃H₇NO) and acetic acid (C₂H₄O₂). Consequently, according to these results, the mechanism for (C₄H₈O/NH₃) mixture removal when using the combined processes (TiO₂/UV-lamp/DBD-plasma) is suggested in Figure 11. Abou Ghaida et al. have studied the decomposition of butyraldehyde as pure compound by coupling surface dielectric barrier discharge and photocatalysis in continuous reactor [22].

![Graph showing CO₂ and CO selectivity (%) for different processes](image)

**Figure 9.** Variation of CO₂ selectivity (%) when applying the three processes (Q=2 m³ h⁻¹, [Mixture] = 2 mmol m⁻³, SIE= 9.9 J L⁻¹, RH = 5%).
Figure 10. By-products identified by GC–MS for mixture degradation when applying photocatalysis and coupling DBD-plasma/photocatalysis: (a) Process tested: photocatalysis, (b) Process tested: DBD-plasma/photocatalysis (Q=2 m$^3$ h$^{-1}$, [Mixture] = 2 mmol m$^{-3}$, SIE= 9.9 J L$^{-1}$, RH = 5%).
3.3.3. Catalyst poisoning and process sustainability

The surface atomic concentrations of elements before and after the mixture decomposition were investigated by XPS. Table 1 shows the catalyst poisoning before the treatment and after the effect of the combined processes [21]. It is readily shown that the combined processes (TiO$_2$/UV-lamp/DBD-plasma) degraded the mixture pollutants and reduced the surface poisoning. This is seen after the poisoning of the catalyst especially for the surface atomic concentration of carbon and nitrogen species, which decrease after the pollutants degradation and mineralization as seen in Table 1. It has been reported that during the photocatalytic oxidation, some carboxylic acid intermediated can be formed and rapidly mineralized to CO$_2$ and H$_2$O by photo-Kolbe reaction [42].

Figure 11. Suggested mechanism for (C$_4$H$_8$O/NH$_3$) mixture removal under TiO$_2$/UV-lamp/DBD-plasma combined processes.
**Table 1.** Surface percentage atomic concentration on the catalyst surface at time zero, after the catalyst poisoning and after the plasma treatment: evidence for surface regeneration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ti2p</th>
<th>Si2p</th>
<th>O1s</th>
<th>C1s</th>
<th>N1s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At time zero</td>
<td>27.41</td>
<td>22.63</td>
<td>28.74</td>
<td>21.19</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisoned catalyst</td>
<td>20.32</td>
<td>18.16</td>
<td>24.99</td>
<td>25.78</td>
<td>10.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After DBD-plasma + photocatalysis</td>
<td>27.33</td>
<td>22.44</td>
<td>28.71</td>
<td>21.95</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusion

In this study, the performance of three oxidation processes e.g. photocatalysis (TiO$_2$/UV-lamp), DBD-plasma and their combination (TiO$_2$/UV-lamp/DBD-plasma) was described. On the one hand, this work investigates the decomposition of butyraldehyde and ammonia separately. On the other hand, it compares their mixture using three methods selected i.e. (i) DBD-plasma, (ii) photocatalysis, (iii) their combination (TiO$_2$/UV-lamp/DBD-plasma). The combination of plasma and photocatalysis was shown to improve significantly the process efficiency. These improvements were related to the degradation and the mineralization: (i) the removal efficiency of butyraldehyde and ammonia was remarkably enhanced and a synergetic effect was shown for all experimental conditions; (ii) a better performance in mineralization rate was observed. Indeed, CO$_2$ selectivity attained 11% higher than DBD-plasma alone, and (iii) low ozone concentration was detected. The process validation for the mixture (C$_4$H$_8$O/NH$_3$) was also studied in detail. The amounts of ozone were lower than that of single butyraldehyde and ammonia treatment. Ammonia could be decomposed easily via (TiO$_2$/UV-lamp/DBD-plasma) process compared to photocatalysis. At high humidity, the
competitive behavior between water molecules and butyraldehyde towards the catalytic active sites became higher. This competitive behavior led to the decrease in the butyraldehyde removal and to the decrease of ozone formation during the process. Moreover, butyraldehyde alone and in equimolar mixture (NH$_3$/C$_4$H$_8$O) intermediate by-products are identified. Surface poisoning was observed before applying the combined process. After applying the combination (TiO$_2$/UV-lamp/DBD-plasma), the catalytic active sites were liberated and the pollutants were mineralized. The coupling of the two processes shown in this study is seen to be a promising solution for indoor/outdoor air treatment and needs more investigation in the near future.
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1. Simultaneous degradation of butyraldehyde and ammonia is performed.
2. Synergistic effects of plasma-photocatalysis is observed to mineralize pollutants.
3. Impact of relative humidity on pollutant and ozone degradation is studied.
4. High CO₂ selectivity and a remarkable decrease of ozone concentration were observed.
5. Degradation by-products of C₄H₈O/NH₃ were identified during plasma-photocatalysis.